
I am a worthless person.Deprecify yourself: how to stop

breaking down

psychology homework help

The ability to devalue anything, others, their own and other people's actions, results, achievements
are such psychological protection that we use to stop within different complex experiences that we
can face.

In general, any psychological defense is designed to stop some relevant experience, since the
psyche reges it as harmful of its integrity.

The depreciation protects us often from the imaginary hazardous states and the feelings that once,
in childhood, were truth, it was difficult to endure.Now it can not be at all, but the psyche works in
the old way.

How do we learn to devalue yourself

Of course, we are taught to this.Parents, authoritative relatives, teachers.All those people who there
and then seemed to us knowing, right, strong.In general, we believed them, because someone had
to believe, it was necessary to find some kind of coordinate system for life.

So it turns out that we do not choose reputable people in childhood - they somehow they
themselves are selected.Here I got such a mom and such dad - you have to believe them.

And now it often gets such a depreciation mother or such depreciable dad. They say, they say
"There is nothing to do with your nose", "I also get an achievement, the top five," "And Zoe
Petrovna's daughter knits so beautifully, and what do you nomadic?" ... also, it happens, they say:
"You will not succeed Become a doctor, you have a girl not very smart "or" You have a boy wearing
weak, there is nothing to go to aviation. " And how does this little boy or this girl do not believe dad
or mom, even if it's all very sad and offensive, you will have to take as a given, because there are no
alternatives - the children are too small to be critical to the words of the parents ... Psychic still This
was not matured.

And the other situation happens when no one said anything like that, but still inside the feeling that I
am some small, nothing worthwhile ... "Well, and that I dance ... Everyone is dancing, and much
better than me! And they sing better ... and in general, I am so worthless. Yes, it would be better for
me and it was not on this light! " Such thoughts and sensations suggest that parents could be
unnecessarily, that is, it is impossible to broadcast the children such a depreciation position. Like,
you are superfluous, it's better if you were really not, the Moraks only ... Moma walks and thinks: the
daughter is not such a beauty born, like a mother wanted, and not such a clever girl ... Ordinary girl,
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and How much strength in it has to invest. And such a mom is experiencing disgust to his own child
and anger, for example, or insult. But not recognize, often, not to say this can not - somehow it will
sound strange. But only in its automatic behavior, facial expressions and gestures that cannot be
controlled, and its attitude will be manifested. And the child will catch it, clearly read this information
and feel ashamed, offended, lonely, unnecessary.

Often customers on the consultation of the psychologist say: they say that I didn't say anything to
me that I was unnecessary to me, and my mother was always friendly, and the dad is normal, but I
feel myself, for some reason, it's small, external one ...

Because there is a verbal way to communicate - words, and there is non-verbal - gestures, facial
expressions, behavior.And nothing, in fact, do not joy your own children.

Gradually, when we grow up, there is a assignment of parental attitudes and parental attitude
towards us.We ourselves become such parents that we had.If we depreciated us, then we become
the same depreciation in relation to yourself.

How does the depreciation in adulthood

I have already said that the depreciation is the protective mechanism of the psyche from intolerable
feelings.Once these feelings experienced parents next to us.They were, for example, ashamed of us
- when we tied it so told this rhyme or clumsily so tried to portray this dance.They were ashamed to
other relatives who came to see, and parents tried to drown out this shame: "Well, all, Dasha, there
will be no singer from you, nothing to do with it.""Petenka, why do you need it, tear with stools."

Or envy, for example, was intolerable.And a daughter, what kind of beauty grew, not like I was in my
youth!And Kudri Golden, and a thin mill.Hmm ... so what of this?There is nothing in this, usual
yourself, like everyone else.And Mom says: "You're like everyone else."Or "Vaughn, at the goat the
fifth size, and you do not go to such a neckline, take it off this dress!".

This whole exterior picture, if we grew in it, becomes our inner.And now this grown girl considers
himself a progressive reading verses, clumsy dancing and ordinary "gray mouse".Although, she can
speak quite different, admire her declamation abilities, celebrate its beauty and uniqueness.But she
is all - at least henna, she does not believe!And who believes something? ... Of course, that mom
and that dad - in the past.

We are protected from our own feelings that we seem intolerable, as our parents once tried to stop
them.We do not realize and cannot be in shame for a long time, or in envy, or in disgust.It seems to
us, we will not bear it, because our parents could not take it there and then.

How to stop depreciating

What I described in adulthood works unconsciously and automatically.The depreciation simply
works as a valve and "Batz" - we are already in a unpleasant condition for us, we don't want



anything, we can not find anywhere and the place can not find.There are not all.And there are no
values in us either.

In the process of therapy, you can gradually unwind this ball of unconscious processes, to make
them obvious, try to look at them by adult eyes, perhaps, the recovery, isn't it outdated, by chance,
these automatons?

Do I really do not stand anything?Is I really a worthless person?And maybe I can so much
interesting and useful?After all, this I came up with this program, which people successfully enjoy,
because I wrote that book that read with pleasure.These are friends with me and those people
trusting me their time, our thoughts, feelings and emotions and carefully treat me.This I am so
charmingly writing pictures and so sincerely love that a man (the woman) and we have such
beautiful and talented children!

It will all be impossible if you, for example, prohibit yourself to experience joy and pleasure from
what reached. If you are afraid to assign today's achievements, fearing in the future, do not be able
to "keep the brand" and then get into your toxic shame. If you are used to comparing yourself with
someone who has something better. If the depreciation itself is so automatically and everywhere
works in your head, what now, after reading these lines, you think: "Well, yes, it's easy to write this,
that's it all so clear! And try to do, change! ".

But this we are engaged in individual or group psychotherapy - inappropriate, gradually, but with a
guarantee: what is realized and can be lived, because no longer manages us.


